Nicola Lake Action Plan
This is the final version of the Plan with incorporated comments from the June 8, 2013 public
meeting.
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Context &Purpose
More than 70 people attended a public meeting in Merritt on September 19, 2012 to share
information on the current state of Nicola Lake & visions of the Lake in the future. The meeting was
designed to gather feedback on issues or concerns about the Lake and to use that information as the
basis to develop a planning process and short term Action Plan for the Lake. The meeting helped to
develop relationships and engage all orders of government (federal, provincial, local and first
nations), landowners, industry sectors, and the public around common issues on Nicola Lake.
The outcome of the public meeting was the establishment of the Nicola Lake Working Group (NLWG)
and a list of issues to address including invasive aquatic species, water quality, foreshore
development, recreation, and addressing some recommendations from the Nicola Water Use
Management Plan. The Nicola Lake Working Group was tasked with preparing a draft Action Plan,
including short term management recommendations for Eurasian watermilfoil (EWM), to bring back
to the public in spring 2013 for feedback, comment, and endorsement. The Working Group would
then be disbanded and the future governance would be decided at the spring meeting.
The draft Action Plan was presented at a public meeting on June 8, 2013 for feedback and
endorsement. Comments and feedback have been added into the final version of the Action Plan.
The inter-jurisdictional context of the Action Plan is such that the priorities, issues, and concerns
raised by the public are either the responsibility of many orders of government, the responsibility of
none, or the capacity to deliver on a given responsibility has declined. Either way, the issues
identified require a collaborative approach that involves cooperation of all orders of government,
industry sectors, and interest groups.
The geographic context of the Action Plan is to focus on Nicola Lake and the immediate foreshore,
recognizing that land-based activities upstream in the watershed will impact the Lake and
downstream impacts will stretch from the Lake to Spences Bridge and beyond.
Funding for this plan is secured for 2013; long term funding is not secured. External funding sources,
taxation or the creation of a regional district service are options that have been identified. If long
term funding becomes available, the long term planning concepts in section 6.0 should be
considered.
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Nicola Lake Working Group
The Nicola Lake working Group (NLWG) was established in November 2012. (see Appendix I for the
NLWG Terms of Reference) The purpose of the Group was to utilize input from the September 19th,
2012 public meeting (see Appendix II for the meeting summary) to develop a draft Nicola Lake Action
Plan, and present it to the public in spring 2013 for feedback and endorsement.
The NLWG is inclusive of all orders of government (federal, provincial, local and first nations),
interests, rights, and property owners around the lake, and works by consensus. The NLWG met
nine times between November 2012 and May 2013 to develop the Nicola Lake Action Plan. (see
Appendix III for meeting summaries of the NLWG)
The draft Nicola Lake Action Plan was presented at a public meeting on June 8, 2013 and the NLWG
was dissolved. A Terms of Reference for a new Nicola Lake Steering Committee (NLSC) was
approved. The NLSC will be responsible for implementing the Action Plan.

1.0 Nicola Lake & Surrounding Area
The purpose of this section is to describe various aspects of Nicola Lake and the surrounding area.

1.1 The Landscape
Nicola Lake is within the bunchgrass and ponderosa pine biogeoclimatic zones. The area is
dominated by open grasslands with low shrubs, sagebrush, and ponderosa pine trees. The climate is
generally hot and dry in the summer and cold and dry in the winter and there is very little
precipitation. The Nicola Valley is narrow and mountainous creating high winds. The Lake is
approximately 22 km long and has an average depth of approximately 24 m. Land use in the area
consists of ranching and logging in the higher elevations.

1.2 First Nations Rights
The Syilx (Okanagan) and Nlaka’pamux people have lived in the Nicola Lake area for thousands of
years, long before the arrival of European settlers. The area is the western boundary of the Syilx
territory and the northern boundary of the Nlaka’pamux territory. The Upper Nicola Band and Lower
Nicola Band live in the immediate Nicola Lake area. First Nations’ title and rights are evolving through
the courts and the treaty process, and exist throughout the planning area.

1.3 Legislation & Existing Plans
There are several pieces legislation and existing plans that pertain to the management of Nicola Lake
and the development/management of the foreshore and surrounding watershed including the
following:
 BC Land Act - Government of British Columbia
 BC Water Act - Government of British Columbia
 Forest and Range Practices Act - Government of British Columbia
 Fisheries Act - Government of Canada
 Navigable Waters Protection Act - Government of Canada
 Nicola Valley Official Community Plan - Thompson Nicola Regional District
 Nicola Water Use Management Plan (this plan has not been fully implemented) - Nicola
Watershed Community Round Table
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2.0 Vision for Nicola Lake
A healthy lake with clean water that supports a balance of economic, social, and environmental
sustainability, and a legacy of land, people, and culture in the Nicola Valley.

3.0 Goals, Objectives & Actions
The following have been developed by the NLWG in response to feedback that was compiled at the
September 19, 2012 public meeting.

3.1 Water
Goal 1: Control invasive species in Nicola Lake
Objectives:
A. Begin a management regime for Eurasian watermilfoil (EWM) in high use areas (see
Appendix VII for a general map)
Actions:
1. Conduct an EWM inventory including area, density, species identification– summer
2013
2. Delineate and prioritize EWM management areas based on the inventory – summer
2013
3. Assign and conduct EWM management strategies to management areas including –
fall 2013:
o Rototilling/harvesting with removal of plant material
o Hand pulling
o Weed razor
4. Explore the possibility of using a drawdown of the Lake to manage EWM and the
benefits and impacts on all resources, through multidisciplinary meetings and a
literature review

Goal 2: Improve or maintain water quality in Nicola Lake
Objectives:
A. Learn the sources of nutrient inputs in the Lake and tributaries
B. Reduce the amount of sediment entering the Lake from lakeshore erosion
Actions:
1. Continue to sample water in the Lake and tributary inputs - 2013
2. Interpret the proportion of internal to external loading of phosphorous - 2013
3. Draft a report on the base line data collected, make it publicly available - March 2014
4. Apply prescribed shoreline erosion control techniques on approximately 80 metres of
eroding shoreline (adding large woody debris/logs, boulders and riparian vegetation)
at Monck Park - between November 2013 and March 2014
5. Investigate the value of a benthic invertebrate sampling and analysis program summer 2013
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3.2 Education & Awareness
Goal 3: Increase education and awareness of Nicola Lake residents and visitors on subjects
relating to Nicola Lake
Learning Objectives:
A. Invasive species and beneficial practices
B. Water quality and beneficial practices
C. Sustainable agriculture and beneficial practices
D. Sustainable foreshore development and existing legislation
E. Sustainable recreation & tourism
F. Cultural history of Nicola Lake and area
G. Local fisheries
H. First Nations sustenance fisheries
I. Shoreline erosion, (wave action/boat wake) and beneficial practices
Actions:
1. Develop an invasive species prevention program in co-operation with the Southern
Weed Management Committee - July 2013 to March 2014
2. Hire an outreach person to help educate people in Monck Park around the learning
objectives listed above – work term: July to September 2013
3. Inventory the existing education tools and opportunities in the Nicola Lake area to
identify and fill gaps in available learning tools (e.g. print materials)

3.3 Recreation & Development
Goal 4: Sustainably manage multiuse lake recreation
Objectives:
A. Explore sustainable lake-based tourism opportunities (products and markets)
B. Identify local sustainable tourism development opportunities
C. Develop and promote an appropriate mix of recreation use on and around Nicola
Lake
D. Work with local First Nations to support the significance of Nicola Lake from a First
Nations’ perspective
Actions:
1. Conduct a recreation inventory and survey in the Nicola Lake area to determine the
types of recreation use for locals and visitors, infrastructure and assets, economic
value of tourism/recreation, and origins of visitors
2. Review the recreation inventory/survey and identify next steps

Goal 5: Sustainably manage lakefront & foreshore development
Objectives:
A. Promote awareness of having all foreshore development in compliance with existing
legislation, including but not limited to docks, buoys, and retaining walls
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B. Assess and support healthy habitat for local fisheries and other species in the Lake
and on the foreshore (riparian areas) and tributary streams
Actions:
1. Identify a volunteer waterfront property owner to champion shoreline health - 2014
2. Remediate shoreline health issues on the property and then use the property as an
example in print and possibly for public viewing – 2014

4.0 Funding & Management
This section will focus on how to implement and pay for the objectives and their respective action
items outlined in section 3.0 along with the planning and administration for the process.

4.1 Funding
Several funding sources and in-kind donations have funded the Nicola Lake planning process and
implementation strategy from May 2012 to June 2013. (see Table 1)
Funding this planning and implementation process in 2013/14 will be done with Gas Tax dollars from
Electoral Areas M, N, I, and the City of Merritt; the total of this combined funding source is $140,000.
(see Table 2) Other funding options may include private funds from resource development (i.e.,
Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain Pipeline expansion), partnerships with other organizations, and
possibly universities. In addition, there are funding pots available through provincial and federal
agencies and the TNRD that the Fraser Basin Council and Working Group partners may be able to
apply for.
Table 1
Funding sources and allocations for the Nicola Lake planning process from May 2012 to May 2013
Funding Source
Amount
Thompson Nicola Regional District
Living Rivers Trust Fund
Provincial funds (held in trust by Fraser Basin Council)
In-kind contribution
Total:

$20,500
$25,000
$12,000
$20,000
$77,500

Funds Remaining:

$1,000
$76,500
$0

Allocation Section
Water
Planning & Administration

Table 2
Funding sources for the Nicola Lake planning process from June 2013 to March 2014
Type
Description
Amount
Secured
Gas Tax Funds
$140,000
Subtotal:
$140,000
BC Parks - Parks Enhancement Fund
$5,000
Unsecured
TNRD - Chamber Ambassador Program
$6,500
Highland Valley Copper
$3,000
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Subtotal:
In-kind

Subtotal:

$14,500
$10,000
$5,000
$15,000

Total Funds:

$169,500

Volunteers
Agencies

4.2 Preliminary Budget 2013-2014
Table 3
Preliminary budget for Nicola Lake planning process and implementation from June 2013
Secured
Unsecured
In-Kind
Section
Description
($140,000)
($14,500)
($15,000)
invasive species
Water
$50,000
$0
$1,000
management
milfoil inventory
$10,000
$0
$0
boat wash station
$15,000
$0
$0
shoreline erosion control
$13,000
$0
$1,500
water
$10,000
$0
$1,500
sampling/monitoring
Subtotal:
$98,000
$0
$4,000
Education &
outreach person
$15,000
$0
$1,000
Awareness
signage/print materials
$2,000
$0
$0
Subtotal:
$17,000
$0
$1,000
Recreation &
inventory/survey
$10,000
$0
$1,000
Development
Subtotal:
$10,000
$0
$1,000
Planning &
$15,000
$0
$9,000
Administration
Subtotal:
$15,000
$0
$9,000
Funds Allocated:
$140,000
$0
$15,000
Funds Remaining:
$0
$14,500
$0

Total
($169,500)
$51,000
$10,000
$15,000
$14,500
$11,500
$102,000
$16,000
$2,000
$18,000
$11,000
$11,000
$24,000
$24,000
$155,000
$14,500

5.0 Governance
This section describes how this plan will be implemented and who will be responsible for its
implementation.

5.1 Proposed Structure & Governance
At the June 8, 2013 public meeting, a draft terms of reference (TOR) for a Nicola Lake Steering
Committee (NLSC) was presented. Similar in structure to the Nicola Lake Working Group, the NLSC is
a non-status committee with administrative and financial support from the Fraser Basin Council. The
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TOR were reviewed at the public meeting in detail, and modified on-screen, and then approved. The
approved TOR can be seen at www.nicolaplan.ca.

6.0 Long Term Planning Concepts
Throughout the planning process there have been long term objectives and associated actions raised
by the members of the Nicola Lake Working Group. Given that the Nicola Lake Action Plan is short
term in nature, long term objectives could not be added though they are captured in the sections
below. If there is an appetite to go ahead with long term planning around Nicola Lake and funding to
support the process, the items below should be addressed at that time.

6.1 Water
Goal 1: Control Eurasian watermilfoil on Nicola Lake
Objectives:
1. Maintain control of invasive species
2. Prevent further introductions of invasive species
Actions:
1. Ongoing inventory and monitoring of identified Eurasian watermilfoil infested areas
2. Ongoing inventory and monitoring of other identified invasive species

Goal 2: Improve water quality in Nicola Lake
Objectives:
A. Maintain optimal water temperatures
B. Develop a water quality management plan
Actions:
1. Identify suitable water storage sites
2. Apply for storage dam development

6.2 Education & Awareness
Goal 3: Increase education and awareness of Nicola Lake residents and visitors on subjects
relating to Nicola Lake
Objectives:
A. Develop a virtual interpretive centre that includes the ecology, geology, history and
cultures of Nicola Valley
Actions:
1. None identified

6.3 Recreation & Development
Goal 4: Sustainably manage multiuse lake recreation
Objectives:
A. Investigate the possibility of a protected area or cultural site on the Lake, include first
nations and ranching heritage (no consensus)
Actions:
1. None identified

Goal 5: Sustainably manage lakefront & foreshore development
Objectives:
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A. Recommend bylaws regarding foreshore development to the TNRD (no consensus)
B. Maintain healthy fish habitat for local fisheries
C. Present the Nicola Lake Plan to the TNRD for consideration in the development of the
Official Community Plan
Actions:
1. None identified
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7.0 Appendices
I. Nicola Lake Working Group - Terms of Reference
Background
The Thompson Nicola Regional District (TNRD) and the City of Merritt (CoM) would like to create a
plan that will create a vision for Nicola Lake (the what) and a planning process (the how) that
balances the economic, social, cultural, and recreation values and issues in the plan. The Fraser Basin
Council has been tasked with coordinating this effort.
Support for a planning process for Nicola Lake was expressed by more than 70 people at a meeting
on September 19, 2012; it was agreed that a working group be formed to report back to a larger
public audience in spring 2013.
Purpose
The purpose of the Nicola Lake Working Group (NLWG) is to utilize input from the September 19,
2012 public meeting, to develop a draft Nicola Lake Plan and implementation/management options
for presentation to the public in spring 2013 for feedback and endorsement.
Objectives
 Review and integrate existing plans and new information
 Develop the draft Nicola Lake Plan for presentation to the public in spring 2013
 Develop implementation/management options respective to the goals in the draft Plan, for
presentation to the public in spring 2013
 Communicate back to respective membership
Proposed Deliverables
The deliverables of the Nicola Lake Working Group are as follows:
 Draft Nicola Lake Plan and management process that integrates existing plans and new
information
 Implementation of Eurasian watermilfoil control techniques
 Recommendations for governance
Composition and Structure
The NLWG is composed of representatives from four orders of government (federal, provincial, local,
first nations), organizations, ranches, recreation groups, and property owners.

Organization

Name

Status

BC Parks

Bruce Petch

cc

Beaver Point Estates

Lorna & Vern Latremouille

lead

C& E

Bob Warner

cc

C& E

Pat Tobin

cc

City of Merritt

Susan Roline

lead

Douglas Lake Cattle Company

Stewart Murray

lead

Fisheries and Oceans Canada

TBD

cc
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Fraser Basin Council

Mike Simpson

facilitator

Fraser Basin Council

Tracy Thomas

facilitator

Gerard Guichon Ranch/NWCRT

Allison Guichon

lead

Harmon Estates

Mike & Jenny Ohata

lead

Kamloops Sailing Association

Trevor Owen

lead

Lower Nicola Band

Arnie Narcisse

lead

MFLNRO

Andy Oetter

cc

MFLNRO

Kim DeRose

cc

MFLNRO

Peter Lishman

cc

MFLNRO

Valerie Cameron

cc

MOTI

Dennis Kurylowich

cc

Nicola Lakeshore Estates

Frank Rizzardo

lead

Nicola Lakeshore Estates

Harry Sandur

alternate

Nicola Lake Stewardship Society

Ian Gordon

lead

Nicola Ranch

Matt Williams

lead

Nicola Tribal Association

Neil Todd

lead

Nicola Tribal Association

Tracy Wimbush

alternate

Nooaitch Band

Christine Oppenheim

lead

Qualified Environmental Professional

Kim Poupard

lead

Quilchena on the Lake

Michael McDonald

lead

Quilchena on the Lake

Peter Schmid

alternate

Quilchena Ranch

Guy Rose

lead

SIWMC

Jo-Ann Fox

lead

TNRD Area M

Randy Murray

lead

TNRD Area N

Herb Graham

alternate

TNRD CAO

Sukh Gill

cc

TNRD Planner

Barb Jackson

lead

Upper Nicola Band

TBD

lead

Support to the Nicola Lake Working Group
The Fraser Basin Council is an impartial organization that provides support to the NLWG but is not a
member. Support to the NLWG will include but is not limited to coordinating meeting and workshop
logistics, facilitating meetings, providing meeting summaries, and communicating with other
members of the public who attended the September 19, 2012 meeting.
Reporting
The NLWG will report to the larger public through a meeting in spring 2013. Meeting summaries of
the NLWG will be posted on the website www.nicolaplan.ca for transparency to members of the
public.
Meeting Frequency
The NLWG will meet as needed, based on the task(s) at hand.
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Decision Making Process
The NLWG will operate on a consensus decision making model wherever possible. Where consensus
cannot be reached, a decision will be delayed until the subsequent meeting, or dissenting opinions
will be noted, or options will be presented to the public meeting in spring 2013.
Funding
The NLWG has no specific financial responsibilities or budget.
Process to Modify the Terms of Reference
The TOR will be updated as needed and agreed to by consensus of the members.
Completion
The Nicola Lake Working Group is a temporary group and will cease to exist at the spring 2013 public
meeting. Prior to that time, the NLWG will make recommendations for a more permanent body
(society or similar). If there is funding and a need for ongoing guidance from a more permanent
body, it will be decided and confirmed in the spring of 2013.
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II. September 19th, 2012 Public Meeting Summary
Nicola Lake Public Meeting Notes – September 19th, 2012

Background
Nicola Lake is a jewel in the heart of the Nicola watershed. The Lake is undergoing many pressures
including but not limited to competing recreation demands, decreased water quality and fish habitat,
water use and storage, increasing waterfront development, and invasive species infestations.
The Thompson Nicola Regional District and the City of Merritt would like to create a strategic plan
that will create a long term vision for Nicola Lake (the what), and an integrated planning and
management process for Nicola Lake that balances economic, social/cultural/recreational issues in
the strategic plan (the how). The Fraser Basin Council has been tasked with facilitating this process.

Open House
Outside the NVIT lecture theatre, Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), FrontCounter BC (FCBC), the
Southern Interior Weed Management Committee (SIWMC), and the Fraser Basin Council (FBC)
manned displays from 4:00 to 6:00 PM. Meeting participants enjoyed refreshments and had the
opportunity to speak to agency staff and ask questions prior to the meeting start.

Meeting Notes
Welcome
The meeting commenced with a welcome from Mike Simpson to the approximately 70 people
present. Amelia Washington, a member of both the Nooaitch Band and the NVIT Elders Council,
welcomed meeting participants to the Territory and said a prayer. Randy Murray presented a gift to
Amelia, on behalf of Thompson Nicola Regional District Directors, Susan Roline, Herb Graham, and
himself.
Randy Murray, Area “M” Director, introduced the presenters, Fraser Basin staff, and recognized the
groups and organizations represented in the audience. He reminded the meeting participants that
the meeting was the first but was not the beginning of the effort to plan the future and guide the
development of Nicola Lake; he acknowledged that many people and groups have been working for
many years on Nicola Lake. Randy added that this meeting would help provide a baseline to move
forward from and thanked everyone for attending.
Mike Simpson, Fraser Basin Council
Facilitator
Mike stated that it was understood that this is not the first time that people have addressed issues or
commenced planning around Nicola Lake or the watershed. It was also recognized that other
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planning processes have taken place including the Water Use Management Plan (WUMP). This
planning process will not redo work that has already been done nor will it duplicate efforts.
Meeting Objectives
1. Share information on the current state of Nicola Lake
2. Gather feedback from participants on issues or concerns about Nicola Lake
3. Receive input from participants on the development of a strategic plan and integrated
planning and management process
4. Develop relationships and engagement of all orders of government (local, provincial, federal,
first nations), landowners, industry sectors and the public
The mandate of the Fraser Basin Council (FBC) is sustainability – the integration of environmental,
economic, and social issues. The FBC is a non-profit organization that facilitates “messy issues” that
cross many jurisdictions that require multiple parties to find solutions. FBC has no agenda for Nicola
Lake, is consensus based and operates using an inclusive process. Watersheds and watershed
planning is one of the three strategic priorities for the Council. For more information on the Fraser
Basin Council and watershed planning go to the Fraser Basin Council Guide on Water and Watershed
Planning at: www.rethinkingwater.ca
Strategic planning has two basic parts; the plan (the what) and the planning process (the how). In
order to develop a strategic plan we need to figure out what you want Nicola Lake to look like in the
future and then through collaboration between orders of government, develop the process to get
there. Everything cannot be covered in a three hour meeting, hence the agencies with current
regulatory responsibilities will present during this first meeting but there are many more
perspectives involved.
The basic, generic steps in the strategic planning process for Nicola Lake are as follows:
 Collect issues and opportunities (tonight);
 Develop a vision, goals and objectives for Nicola Lake;
 Develop strategies to achieve vision, goals and objectives;
 Implement the plan;
 Monitor and evaluate.
Presentations
Teri Ridley, Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Fish & Fish Habitat
Fisheries Act definition of fish habitat: Fish habitat includes the water, the riparian area, foreshore,
shoreline, native aquatic vegetation and the bed of the lake.
The definition of fish habitat is broad because different fish species and different life stages of those
species have different habitat needs. For example, what a juvenile requires is different from an adult
and what a Chinook requires is different than a burbot.
Fish habitat is broad but also complex; the riparian zone, the transitional zone between the water
and dry upland areas, is important because it:
• Traps and stores sediment and nutrients – better water quality and clarity
• Filters and buffers water – both overland flow and within basin
15
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•
•
•

Provides and improves bank stability
Stores water and energy - reduces damage from high water levels and wave action
Maintains biodiversity

Jurisdiction around fisheries can be complicated. On Nicola Lake, the Federal Department of
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) manage salmon fisheries, the Provincial government manage resident
fish and steelhead, and both work closely with local first nations. There are several Acts, outside of
the Fisheries Act, that apply to working on or near water including the provincial Land and Water
Acts and the federal Navigable Waters Act.
There is a Foreshore Inventory Mapping (FIM) project on Nicola Lake; similar projects have been
conducted across the province. This mapping based project collects many different types of data
including but not limited to land use, habitat modification, and level of impact. According to the FIM
data, there is only 9.1% of the Nicola Lake Foreshore that has not been impacted as of 2001. The 2006
FIM report is available online at http://www.cmnbc.ca/atlas_gallery/nicola-lake-habitat-atlas
There are many resources available to the public regarding shoreline care. The Shuswap Lake
Integrated Planning Process (SLIPP) website has a transferrable set of management guidelines
available at: www.slippbc.com/shoreline and for more information go to the Working near Water
website prior to starting a project on or near the water at: www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/habitat/habitateng.htm
Megan Williams, FrontCounter BC
The Permitting Process
FrontCounter BC (FCBC) is part of the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource
Operations and is a one stop shop if you have questions regarding working on or near water. There
are 28 FCBC offices across the province and these offices are the intake for all natural resource
applications.
Crown land allocation is permitted by FCBC. In order to obtain tenure for use of Crown land property
owners must go through the application and permitting process. Around a lake, Crown land includes
all the land below the high-water mark including the foreshore and lake bed. The high-water mark is
the highest point of water, which is 625.83 meters elevation above sea level on Nicola Lake. If
property owners are unsure of their property boundaries, they will need to hire a professional land
surveyor to determine their exact location.
FrontCounter also administers water allocation in accordance with the BC Water Act. In order to
build any structure for example, a dock or to conduct any other work below the high-water mark,
property owners are required to apply through FrontCounter BC for authorization.
FCBC Contact Information
 www.frontcounterbc.gov.bc.ca link to authorizations and Virtual FrontCounter
 www.frontcounterbc.gov.bc.ca/mapping/index.html link to Discovery tool
 1-877-855-3222 (North America Toll Free)
 Merritt Office: 3840 Airport Road (off of Hwy 5A) Phone: (250) 378-8400
 www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjFrUY7zbQU video tour of FrontCounter BC
Pat Tobin, Compliance & Enforcement Section
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Regulatory Compliance
Pat is the manager of Compliance and Enforcement (C & E) in the Cascades District. The C & E
mandate is to manage water issues in this semi-arid area of the province; water quality and quantity
are the two primary parts of their mandate.
The Water Act and the Land Act are the two many tools that C & E uses to ensure that the
management of Crown land is according to the laws of the Province. The first step is to bring
property owners into compliance. Owners are first contacted and informed that they need tenure,
and then they are directed to FrontCounter BC to begin the permitting process.
Compliance and Enforcement are linked with the Shuswap Lake Integrated Planning Process (SLIPP)
and have been very interested right from the beginning of the process. C & E have been working on
a project in the Sicamous Narrows that included inspecting 65 structures to see if they are in
compliance with regulations. The issues in Nicola Lake are likely not that different from Shuswap
Lake.
C&E looks at moorage, marinas (permits/licences/allocations). For example, there are houseboat
operators that feel they have a right to ground boats on Crown land, they don’t. They also work with
water use related issues such as diversions and foreshore development issues including grounded
docks, and groynes. Groynes have a huge impact on fisheries; they are structures that need
permission in order to be built.
There are also issues with commercial operations operating without authorization. If a commercial
operation does not have tenure/authorization, they cannot be insured. If someone was injured at
the operation, the Government would have to provide compensation. If property owners are
planning to work on or near water, please call FrontCounter BC.
Dennis Einarson, Ministry of Environment
Water Quality
Dennis was not able to attend the meeting
Jeptha Ball, Public Safety and Protection Section
Nicola Lake Dam Operations
The Nicola Lake dam was built by Nicola Ranch in the 1920s for irrigation and power generation. In
the early 1980s the Ranch wanted to abandon the dam. The current dam was reconstructed in the
mid-1980s and upgraded in 2005 using Federal, Provincial and Municipal funding.
The dam reconstruction was meant to provide water for expansion of irrigation, fisheries
maintenance flows and downstream flood control. Construction problems resulted in partial
development of design storage potential. All storage rights on lake are held by the Federal
Government (DFO) and Province of BC (MFLNRO), all other current licences on lake are baseflow
type. Since the 1990s the dam has been operated by the Provincial Government.
From April through September, inflow volume forecast are provided by the River Forecast Centre in
Victoria. Weekly and daily inflow rates must be estimated from current conditions and weather
forecasts, variables include:
 Snow cover and melt conditions
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Temperature
Rainfall
Current streamflow (inflow and outflow)
Operator experience

All of the historical lake level and flow information is kept and used to help current operations. This
past year, the dam management was highly successful as there was no flooding below the dam and
no algae bloom. It is uncertain as to which variable or combination of variables resulted in such a
successful year at the dam.
Randy Murray, TNRD Area “M” Director
TNRD Role
The TNRD Regional Growth Strategy is an overarching global statement and includes the following:
 “Protect & enhance the quality and quantity of the water of the region’s lakes, rivers, streams
and groundwater source”
 “Develop measures to identify, conserve and protect environmentally sensitive areas”
Nicola Lake is designated a “Critical Lake“ under these Guidelines due to water quality concerns, and
a “Special Case Lake” due to irrigation and agricultural use.
Critical Lake Management Guidelines:
• To prevent water quality deterioration and to avoid further development or overcrowding of
surface water, lakes classed Critical should be subject to no further residential subdivision or
development of shore lands.
• Additional development or residential subdivision conforming to existing land use
regulations (e.g., already zoned) may be considered provided no additional nutrient input
into the lake is allowed.
Special Case Lake Management Guidelines:
Special Case Lakes have significant features. Their present or proposed uses require special planning
such as a Lake Management Plan, before further development can be considered.
Zoning Bylaw 2400
LR-1 Zone - The purpose of the LR-1 Zone is to regulate low-density lake-oriented residential
development. Minimum parcel size is 4000 m2 if connected to community water and sewer or one
hectare if no community services. Additionally, development must meet the Lakeshore
Development Guidelines.
Riparian Areas Regulation - 30 metre setback unless a Qualified Environmental Professional approves
a smaller Streamside Protection and Enhancement Area
Floodplain restrictions:
 Floodplain Setback (Horizontal) - 15 metres from natural boundary of Nicola Lake.
 Floodplain Elevation (Vertical) 627.9 metres GSC
We are looking at the whole picture, not any one perspective, inflow, communities, steelhead, Area
“I”, etc.; we are not limiting our thinking. The funding has been applied for, we will find out at the
end of September, $500,000, if not there is $100,000 that we will use to develop a sound long term
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strategy. We need a long term strategy but some short term wins too, we need to see some change
here.
Questions to Presenters
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Question: What is “SLIPP”?
Answer: The Shuswap Lake Integrated Planning Process
Comment – The LR 1 zoning, 4000m2 , has been in place since 2004, the ancillary building size
has changed
Comment – SLIPP guidelines include docks, there is lots of information on dock design
available
Question: What is wrong with having a dock on the beach (grounded dock)?
Answer: Grounded docks disturb juvenile fish migration, aquatic vegetation growth, the flow
of the water etc.
Question: How do docks work on Crown land?
Answer 1: Below the high-water mark is the mean annual water mark, in a flood controlled
lake there is wave action hence the high-water mark may be higher.
Answer 2: Anything below the high-water mark is public. No structure can impede access to
public land, you cannot obstruct walking on the beach, you can gate your dock but Crown
land must be unobstructed.
Question: When a new water license is issued, is the dam regulated to include it?
Answer 1: Water that is stored is not applied to any irrigation license downstream.
Answer 2: When there is low water, DFO will request some water be released to allow fish to
enter the river.
Answer 3: Water is not drawn from the cool portion of the lake, if the temperature is too
high, releasing water will not lower it.
Answer 4: There are no new water licenses being issued for Nicola Lake.

Verbal Feedback from the Participants in the Room
The following is a list of feedback provided, without filtering/synthesis.
1.

What do you want Nicola lake to look like in the future
a. Eurasian watermilfoil under control and eventually eradicated
b. Aesthetically clear
c. Reduce blue/green algae
d. No cattle walking in drinking water
e. More water quality monitoring, into the lake not just at the lake
f. Clarity on how development occurs on the lake, residential/commercial
g. Good to have a vision for the Nicola valley, in the context of the lake- holistically
h. Ongoing successful flood control, operation of the dam
i. Communication from the dam regarding closures, to the people downstream
j. Would like to see balance ongoing, there are multiple users, need to keep a good
balance, recreational/agriculture/transportation/traffic safety – the use of the
highway
k. Would like to be able to dredge, would like to make the lake a little deeper and a little
friendlier in spots, need to be able to change the bottom profile – for sailing needs
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l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.

Would like to have water storage in the larger watershed, look at other possibilities
to store more water for all usages
Carry on and incorporate the vision and goals from WUMP, round table etc.
Align all orders of government with objectives of this plan, we need their support,
buy in, commitment, dollars alignment, and cooperation
Clean water, a nice place to visit and be a part of, but need to control money, politics,
resources, if you don’t do this then this is just a paper exercise
Contained recreational development
Need local governance, meaning a decision making framework
We need a really good vision or the rest won’t work
We need to have local experts and local knowledge, need to use what already exists,
WUMP etc.
Master planning process – that includes a vision

2. Issues & Opportunities
a. Agricultural water storage, water quantity
b. Drinking water
c. Milfoil
d. Economic/environmental balance
e. Sustaining agriculture
f. Lack of clarity in development
g. Flooding and the dam
h. Water quality
i. Need to dredge the narrows down to the dam
j. First nations’ food fisheries balanced with recreational fisheries, summer and winter
(burbot) summer (kokanee). First nations need time to fish on the lake, need to be
able to have the two types of fisheries flow together
k. Recreational boaters/sea-doos etc. – big loud boats and lake recreation
l. Need a water quality presentation – water quality! Need water testing/monitoring
and ongoing funding to do this
m. Lots of wildlife on ranches including endangered species. Ranches provide large
tracts of land, biodiversity.
n. Economics – there have been lots of studies, areas are defined for development,
development can fund activities on the lake, studies, provision of tax base
o. Coon tail (aquatic invasive plant species)in the lake – it isn’t confirmed present
p. Terrestrial invasive species management? Prevention for aquatics, include invasive
species
q. Educational component – we need people to be educated about how to use the lake,
deal with invasive species etc. We need bylaws for boat size/noise/speed etc.
r. Erosion of lake shore
3. Who is missing that needs to be here?
a. Terry Lake/Dennis Einarson as MoE representative
b. Camp ground operators, BC Parks representative
c. Quilchena
d. Ed Fast
e. Nicola Valley Rod and Gun Club
f. Nicola Valley Naturalists
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g. Nicola Valley Community Watershed Roundtable
h. Nicola Bay First Nation - Jamie Jack
4. Lake or watershed?
a. Water Use management Plan looked at the whole watershed, took 6 years and 100
meetings and the plan was not implemented
b. Lake for some short term actions and consider the larger watershed for a long term
plan
5. Next Steps
a. Focus on Nicola Lake for some quick wins, i.e. treat Eurasian watermilfoil
b. Treat invasive species, conduct inventory
c. Review WUMP recommendations, build on what exists
d. Develop a clear vision
6. Working Group Volunteers
a. Peter Schmidt – property owner
b. Michael McDonald – property owner
c. Kim Poupard - Kamloops sailing Association & QEP
d. Guy Rose – property owner
e. City of Merritt – Municipal government
f. Randy Murray and Herb Graham – TNRD
g. First nations
h. Dave Pehl and or Teri Ridley - DFO
i. Kim DeRose and or Dennis Einarson – MoE (water quality)
7. When should we have a larger public meeting?
a. Spring
Closing Comments
“I am dedicated to finding funding for this process, we will make this happen.” ~ Randy Murray
For ongoing information and update on the Nicola Lake Integrated Planning Process please go to the
website at: www.nicolaplan.ca
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III. Nicola Lake Working Group - Meeting Summaries
Nicola Lake Working Group - Meeting Notes - November 14, 2012
Meeting Objectives
 Review and discuss the draft Nicola Lake Plan outline, including vision and goals
 Review the Nicola Lake Working Group draft terms of reference
 Develop an action plan for the Working Group between now and spring
Attendance: Ian Gordon, Lorna Latremouille, Vern Latremouille, Matt Williams, Kim DeRose, Allison
Guichon, Susan Roline, Patrick Farmer, Jo-Ann Fox, Kim Poupard, Michael McDonald, Guy Rose,
Stewart Murray, Barb Jackson, Randy Murray, Trevor Owen, George Seitz, John Liu, Herb Graham,
Mike Simpson, Tracy Thomas
Regrets: Frank Rizzardo, Peter Schmid, Neil Todd
1. Welcome & Introductions
2. Fraser Basin Council (FBC) Role
 Mike reiterated the impartial role of the FBC using a very similar presentation to the one he
delivered during the September 19th public meeting
 The FBC is facilitating this planning process not taking part in decision making, Mike and
Tracy are “worker bees” following the direction of the Working Group
 Collaborative Watershed Governance Accord – the Working Group reviewed the Accord and
agreed that the principles in the Accord would be upheld by the Group; the Group agreed to
revisit the Accord every 2 or 3 meetings
3. Public Meeting Debrief:
 Review public meeting highlights – Mike asked the Group what stood out for them during
the public meeting, the responses are as follows:
o The high number of interests present and broad range of interests
o Putting faces to the people that are around the lake
o Everybody seemed to want something tangible to happen, ie. milfoil control
o It was a calm meeting despite competing interests
o There were frustrations regarding the Nicola Watershed Water Use Management
Plan (WUMP) process
o People were nervous when they heard the presentation about docks, trespass/noncompliance “scary government regulations”
o Action – need some information /education piece on government regulations as
they apply to waterfront property owners
o Diversity of issues and the balance required between them all
o This process needs to be inclusive
o Thanks to Randy for bringing forward funding to move on these issues
o Some concerns around the foreshore development regulations, removal of
developments (docks etc. on the Shuswap)
o We need to remember not to limit our freedom and enjoyment on the lake – let’s
make this work for everyone
Working Group development – The Working Group is made up of people that volunteered at the
September 19th public meeting along with people that we approached so that all perspectives would
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be present at the table. We approached several home owners to represent their neighbourhoods.
We will continue to make sure that representatives from all perspectives are included in this Group.
4. TASK - Feedback on Nicola Lake Plan outline including vision and goals – The vision and goals for
Nicola Lake were developed from the collection of the September 19th meeting feedback forms,
collected at the meeting, received in the mail and online. The Working Group reviewed and made
revisions to the draft Nicola Lake Plan outline that was presented. All revisions were noted directly
into the document.
5. TASK – Review Nicola Lake Working Group Draft Terms of Reference – The Working Group
reviewed the draft Terms of Reference and made minor revisions. Once the revisions were made, the
Nicola Lake Terms of Reference was approved. The Group agreed that they would like to share
Working Group contact information across the Group but that contact information not be posted
online.
6. What the Fraser Basin Council has been doing:
 Following up with representatives for the Working Group – The Working Group has
representation from most perspectives around Nicola Lake. The Group is still in need of
representation from the Upper Nicola Band, Harmon Estates, and the Nooaitch Band.
 Meeting with Provincial Government and TNRD regarding WUMP recommendations – Tracy
and Mike met with Provincial Government reps from MFLNRO and BC Parks to discuss
WUMP. MFLNRO has committed to reviewing the WUMP recommendations that were
originally accepted by Government, and providing an update to the Nicola Lake Watershed
Round Table. The Provincial Government will not move forward with WUMP
recommendations that they previously reviewed and declined in their official response to the
Nicola Watershed Community Round Table.
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Tracy met with several TNRD directors and updated with them on the Nicola Lake planning
process and asked that the City of Merritt along with the TNRD also provide an update on the
WUMP recommendations that were made to each of the agencies; both have committed to
providing an update.
Developing a Eurasian watermilfoil workshop for February – Tracy has been working with
Marion Robinson (FBC Fraser Valley) to develop a Eurasian watermilfoil workshop for the
Cultus Lake and Nicola Lake working groups. This workshop will provide leading information
regarding Eurasian watermilfoil and the effects it has, water quality, and several
management strategies.

3:50 PM Meeting Adjourned
Action Items Item
Tracy - “clean up” the draft Nicola Lake
Plan based on the changes made
during the meeting and send out the
revised version to the Working Group
Tracy - send out a copy of the revised
and approved NWLG ToR to the Group
Tracy - set up water quality
presentation/speaker
Tracy – set up foreshore development
presentation/speaker
Tracy – set up Eurasian watermilfoil
workshop
Tracy – send out doodle poll for next
meeting date to Group
Jo-Ann Fox – send out “herbicide in
water use” information to Group
Tracy – compile current status of
WUMP recommendations from
Provincial and Regional Governments
and send out to Group
Tracy – conduct literature review of
WUMP studies, fisheries data etc.
relating to the Nicola Plan
Randy Murray & Susan Roline - provide
an update on the status of WUMP
recommendations made to the TNRD
and City of Merritt respectively
Tracy and Mike – set up spring public
meeting

Completion Date
November 23rd

Current Status
complete

November 23rd

complete

December 7th

underway

January 15th

Not started

February 15th

underway

November 23rd

underway

November 23rd

underway

December 15th

underway

January 15th

Not Started

December 15th

underway

April 15th

Not started
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Nicola Lake Working Group - Meeting Notes – December 3, 2012
Topic: Agriculture – Lee Hesketh
Attendance: Vern Latremouille, Herb Graham, Barb Jackson, Michael McDonald, Guy Rose, Stewart
Murray, Allison Guichon, Tracy Wimbush, Lee Hesketh (guest), Harry Sandur, Arnie Narcisse, Mike
Simpson, Tracy Thomas
Regrets: Randy Murray, Lorna Latremouille, Matt Williams, Frank Rizzardo, Kim Poupard, Kim
DeRose, Neil Todd, Peter Schmid, Jo-Ann Fox, Upper Nicola Band, Nooaitch Band, Susan Roline,
Trevor Owen, Ian Gordon
Objectives
 Increase knowledge and awareness around agriculture related issues, solutions and
management practices
 Approve previous meeting notes
 Review the second draft of the Nicola Lake Plan
 Add or adjust Nicola Lake Plan objectives/action items based on today’s presentation
1. Welcome & Introductions
Mike and Tracy welcomed Nicola Lake Working Group members, along with guest speaker Lee
Hesketh to the meeting.
2. Agriculture related recommendations
The Group reviewed agriculture related recommendations from WUMP, it should be noted that most
of the recommendations could be related to agriculture in some way, ie. collecting rain water,
however the Group only looked at agriculture specific recommendations including:
 Revisit and identify potential new storage dams given water deficit
 Encourage farms to undertake nutrient management plans
 Encourage agriculture, mining, and other industries to adopt best management practices
around water use and conservation
 Undertake specific studies, contaminant inventory and storage sites assessment
3. Lee Hesketh
Lee was brought up and continues to be involved in the family ranch in the North Okanagan.
He has been doing work around habitat restoration since the mid-80s and has been working with BC
Cattlemen’s Association since 1999, delivering the Farmland Riparian Interface
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Stewardship Program (FRISP) as a liaison between government agencies and the agriculture sector.
Generally, he works with people to improve land management practices and works with agencies to
help them understand ranching and ranchers. He explained that ranchers generally have a different
perspective from urban folks as ranchers tend to stay on their land for generations; this long term
perspective affects decision making on the land. Lee’s family has a goal and obligation to manage
their property for the long term. Regarding cattle and watersheds, there is no silver bullet and the
answer to most questions is, “It depends”.
Scientists are now able to use DNA to identify where bacteria (including E.coli) come from. A
graduate student from the University of Victoria studied how to identify the source of bacteria
present in water. A source study was conducted in the North Okanagan (Vernon) due to high E.coli in
water samples. Vernon’s drinking water is drawn from below Coldstream Ranch; the Ranch was
blamed for the E.coli in the water samples. The bacteria source testing showed that only 30% of the
bacteria came from livestock and the remaining 70% came from dogs, horses, and birds
(ducks/geese). We have to be careful to make sure we know what the problem is.
Ranching has a bad track record but that has greatly improved over the past 50 years. The
care for the land that ranches and rancher provide needs to be recognized; ranchers protect large
tracts of land. There are still problems and there can always be improvement. The Environmental
Farm Plan (EFP) process has helped improve practices, there are many in place. Writing an EFP is
voluntary though still highly effective; we need more funding for EFPs. In addition, we need the
urban community to support the rural areas, food should be a high priority, healthy food is essential
for healthy people, and this is a health issue.
The first question in this area should be to identify what the problem is in Nicola Lake. If a
specific problem hasn’t been identified then there is no clear direction to take. First you need to look
at what is actually happening in the Lake.
Ranches in the Nicola Valley have taken great strides to improve their production systems.
When the International Cattlemen’s Association toured this area in summer 2012, all ranchers spoke
about the environment. Ecological goods and services hold great value to society in general. Land
managers/ranchers can make management decisions that greatly affect ecological issues. There are
changes to the federal Fisheries Act and the Provincial Water Act; we do not know how those
changes will affect our industry.
Other interesting points:
 E. coli 157 is deadly to humans, especially when an immune system is weakened, that is why it
is important to know if bacteria from cattle are present in water
 High precipitation events will cause high run off, it is important to consider this during the
selection of feeding/watering sites
 Are the riparian corridors healthy? If so, there will be generally higher E.coli because there are
more animals attracted to the water due to the plants
 Waste material, manure, can be managed positively and used on the land base
 Funding Example - Dave Zehnder in the Central Kootenay Regional District (CKRD) created an
environmental tax for the land base, collecting $25 from every land title within the CKRD. The
funds go back into the community rather than into a general fund.
 We need stable long term funding, there are matching programs available and solutions to
help groups (like this one) to get off the ground
 FRISP workshops are being set up – Lee and others will be making presentations to different
communities on a speaking tour this winter – this may be something that this group is
interested in attending
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Need to understand the indicators as to whether your management planning decisions are
effective and be ready to make changes if they are not
Everybody can use land management planning skills including urban people, dandelion
control, lawn watering, dog walking etc.
Lee handed out copies of Cattle - Grazing Our Watersheds (available at
http://www.cattlemen.bc.ca/docs/cattle%20grazing%20in%20watersheds.pdf )
Lee handed out copies of Livestock, Drinking Water and Fish (available at
http://www.cattlemen.bc.ca/docs/livestock_drinking_water_brochure.pdf )

In summary, Lee’s lessons for the Nicola Lake Working Group were:
 Don’t point fingers – we’re all in this together
 Use good science – don’t fix a problem that isn’t there
 Maintain agriculture – large tracts of agricultural land can maintain and steward the
environment if done well






Approval of the November 14th meeting notes
The meeting notes were approved, and they will be posted on the website
Feedback on Nicola Lake Plan
The working group collectively reviewed the second draft of the Nicola Lake Plan and made
changes directly into the document.
ACTION: Tracy will “clean up” the draft Nicola Lake Plan based on the revisions made during
the meeting and send out the third draft to Working Group members

6. Add or revise Nicola Lake Plan, agriculture related objectives
 The working group would like to have water testing conducted on Nicola Lake to provide
baseline data for improved water quality
8. Fraser Basin Council Update





Since the last meeting, Tracy has been updating the Nicola Lake Plan, working on Working
Group membership, seeking updates to WUMP from the province, TNRD and City of Merritt,
and planning upcoming meetings and workshops. Arnie Narcisse joined the Working Group,
representing the Lower Nicola Band. Arnie stated that first nations need to be consulted on
future activities and any resulting impacts need to be accommodated.
The Eurasian watermilfoil workshop will be hosted in the Fraser Valley on Friday February 15,
2013 and videoconferencing will be set up in Merritt. If NLWG participants want to attend in
person that is possible.
No word on the larger funding application that the TNRD submitted to Union of BC
Municipalities yet

8. Next Meeting – January
ACTION: Tracy will send out a doodle poll for the January meeting
4:00 PM Meeting Adjourned
Action Items
Tracy - set up water quality
presentation/speaker

Completion Date
January 7th

Current Status
underway
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Tracy – set up foreshore
development
presentation/speaker
Tracy – set up Eurasian
watermilfoil workshop
Jo-Ann Fox – send out “herbicide
in water use” information to
Group
Tracy – compile current status of
WUMP recommendations from
Provincial and Regional
Governments and send out to
Group
Tracy – conduct literature review
of WUMP studies, fisheries data
etc. relating to the Nicola Plan
Randy Murray & Susan Roline provide an update on the status
of WUMP recommendations
made to the TNRD and City of
Merritt respectively
Tracy and Mike – set up spring
public meeting

January 15th

not started

February 15th

underway

January 1st

underway

December 15th

underway

January 15th

not started

December 15th

underway

April 15th

not started
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Nicola Lake Working Group - Meeting Notes – January 14, 2013
Topic: Nicola Lake Water Quality – Bob Grace and Gabi Matscha
Attendance: Vern Latremouille, Lorna Latremouille, Frank Rizzardo, Kim DeRose, Neil Todd, Jo-Ann
Fox, Randy Murray, Barb Jackson, Michael McDonald, Guy Rose, Stewart Murray, Allison Guichon,
Matt Williams, Trevor Owen, Brian Heise (guest), Sharon Brewer (guest), Gabi Matscha (guest), Bob
Grace (guest) Mike Simpson, Tracy Thomas
Regrets: Herb Graham, Kim Poupard, Arnie Narcisse, Peter Schmid, Upper Nicola Band, Nooaitch
Band, Susan Roline, Ian Gordon, Mike Ohata, Jenny Ohata, Tracy Wimbush
1. Welcome & Introductions
Mike and Tracy welcomed Nicola Lake Working Group members, along with guest speakers, Gabi
Matscha and Bob Grace.
2. Gabi Matscha & Bob Grace, Ministry of Environment – Water & Watersheds
 Bob Grace presented on basic limnology and water quality data from Nicola Lake. Bob
explained that the Lake is eutrophic and provided background information on that
classification. There were several questions regarding algae and milfoil and how they relate
to one another in the Lake. High levels of phosphorous (P) increase plant and algae growth in
lake systems; Nicola Lake has high P levels. Available methods that may help to lower P
include mechanical aeration, adding lime or iron chloride, and reducing the external
phosphorous inputs (from streams). Each of these options has associated cost and side
effects; there needs to be further studies done before any method to reduce P is put in place.
It is possible to calculate the proportion of P that is coming from internal and external
loading respectively; knowing the source of the P would help to identify how best to address
the issue. For more details please see Bob and Gabi’s presentation at www.nicolaplan.ca
 Gabi Matscha presented on a similar planning process that she was involved in. She
cautioned the Group to make sure that they identify sources of pollution, nutrient inputs etc.
using science and not placing blame without proof.
3. Approval of the December 3rd meeting notes & revisions to the plan
 The Group approved the notes from the December 3rd meeting and agreed that there would
be no formal process going forward on the approval of the notes; after each meeting, the
draft meeting notes will be sent out to Group members and posted directly to the Nicola Plan
website. If any revisions are made to notes, they will be made and a final version of the notes
will then be posted.
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4. Revise the Water section of the Nicola Lake Plan
 Based on information from today’s presentation the Group revised the Water section of the
draft Nicola Lake Plan. Several different short term objectives were added and the long term
objective “operation of the dam” was removed since it was agreed that there is too much
liability for any group other than the province to manage it.
 The Plan vision was also revised
 See the updated DRAFT Plan at www.nicolaplan.ca
5. Fraser Basin Council Update
Funding update
 Currently using $20,000 of Living Rivers Trust Fund dollars to support this process – estimate
these funds will last until the end of March
 Still waiting on an application for funding from UBCM, should hear by the end of January
 If the UBCM funding is not approved, an alternate option is to have the City of Merritt, Area
M and Area N collectively provide funds to support the Nicola planning process going
forward.
 Fraser Basin Council has secured funds held in trust of approximately $12,000 for use
commencing April 2013

Planning for the upcoming water chemistry and fisheries meeting, February 4th

Planning for water quality/Eurasian watermilfoil workshop, February 15th
 There are 40 seats available in Merritt, 100 seats available in the Fraser Valley (Chilliwack)
 Will send out a detailed agenda and related information as soon as possible.
 The working group provided some questions for the speakers for the next two meetings
Working Group membership
 Mike and Jenny Ohata are new Working Group members, representing Harmon Estates
 Mike Simpson has been communicating with George Saddleman from the Upper Nicola
Band regarding taking part in this committee – George is making arrangements for Mike
and Tracy to present to Chief and Council on the Nicola Lake planning process
Current status of WUMP recommendations
 Valerie Cameron updated the Nicola Watershed Community Round Table (NWCRT) and the
Fraser Basin Council on the status of the recommendations that were made to the Province
as part of WUMP
 Waiting on a response from the CoM and TNRD on their respective WUMP
recommendations
6. Upcoming Events:
 February 4th – Water Chemistry & Fisheries Meeting
 February 15th – Water Quality & Eurasian Watermilfoil Workshop
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Nicola Lake Working Group – Meeting Notes – February 4, 2013
Topic: Water Chemistry & Fisheries – Brian Heise
Attendance: Allison Guichon, Kim Poupard, Stewart Murray, Michael McDonald, Tracy Wimbush,
Matt Williams, Chief Joyce Sam, Randy Murray, Kim DeRose, Jo-Ann Fox, Lorna and Vern
Latremouille, Christine Saddleman, Tracy Thomas, Mike Simpson
1. Welcome & Introductions
Mike Simpson and Tracy Thomas welcomed everyone to the meeting
2. Presentation: Brian Heise – Water Chemistry & Fisheries
Unfortunately Brian was unable to attend the meeting. He will present to the NLWG on March 11th.


ACTION: Tracy Wimbush to contact Brian Heise regarding local fisheries

3. Review of Terms of Reference
The Nicola Lake Working Group Terms of Reference were reviewed, for the benefit of new members
and as a reminder of the purpose, function and deliverables.
4. Feedback on Nicola Lake Plan
It was raised that consultation and accommodation are not mentioned in the Nicola Lake
Working Group Terms of Reference or in the draft Nicola Lake plan. Consultation is not included is
because the Plan is being developed with First Nations through an inclusive process; all First Nations
have been invited to participate from the beginning. Accommodation will be addressed if as needed
depending on the projects proposed by the Working Group.
There was discussion around the development of an interpretive centre. There is already a
“bricks and mortar” centre, the Laurie Guichon Memorial Grasslands Interpretive Site. Possible
solutions included increasing the use of the current site and the development of a virtual interpretive
site.
There was discussion around the prospect protecting/preserving a piece of land around
Nicola Lake. Issues raised included concern around having land removed from grazing leases on
Crown land and possible lack of development opportunity if private land were preserved.
 ACTION: Kim DeRose will bring a Nicola Lake foreshore inventory map (FIM) to the next
NLWG meeting
 ACTION: Jo-Ann Fox to contact a BC Parks representative regarding protected areas around
Nicola Lake
The piece around fire protection around the lake was removed from the plan due to the logistics and
high cost.
5. Revise Nicola Lake Plan
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The Nicola Lake Plan was updated under the direction of the group; the latest version will be emailed
to Working Group members and will be posted on the Nicola Lake Plan website at
www.nicolaplan.ca
6. Fraser Basin Council Update
Funding
 The TNRD did not receive the $500,000 funding. Randy Murray would like to develop a
funding formula based on the direction of the NL Plan.
 The Lake Stewardship funding was pulled by the Provincial Government and was then
reinstated by Terry Lake. The total funding for one year for the whole province is $75,000.
There are currently no future plans for this funding source.
 There may be opportunities within the Group for funding including partnerships with First
Nations, the Southern Interior Weed Management Committee, Southern Interior
Development Initiative Trust, Thompson Nicola Film Commission and others. There were also
ideas raised around applying for youth and arts funding.
 ACTION: Group members will share funding sources that they find
NLWG Membership
There are three new NLWG members:
1. Chief Joyce Sam (lead) - Nooaitch Band
2. Olivia Buck (alternate) – Nooaitch Band
3. Christine Saddleman (lead) – Upper Nicola Band
WUMP Update
The Provincial update of the WUMP recommendations has been received by the FBC along with the
update from the TNRD (permission granted by NWCRT to share the letter). The update from the
CoM has not been received and the amalgamation is not yet complete.
 ACTION: Tracy will send out the Provincial WUMP recommendation update letter to the
Working Group
7. Speakers for Upcoming Meetings
Cultural Heritage
This meeting/event will be held as part of the larger public meeting in the spring.
 ACTION: Christine Saddleman is going to ask members of the Upper Nicola about
participating in a cultural story telling event
Development
There were several suggestions for speakers on development. Suggestions included having a
representative/speaker from the following:
 Ducks Unlimited – King Campbell or Ken Johnson (ACTION: Tracy to contact)
 TNRD – Planner (ACTION: Randy to contact)
 BC Appraisers – Jeff Burges (ACTION: Tracy to contact)
 Recreation/tourism - Peak Planning Associates Sydney Johnsen (ACTION: Mike to contact)
 MFLNRO – Jim Fox (ACTION: Jo-Ann to contact)
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8. Upcoming Events:
 Workshop - February 15th, 2013 – Water Quality & Eurasian Watermilfoil
 Meeting -February 26th, 2013, 12-4PM – Water Quality & Eurasian Watermilfoil
 Meeting - March 11th, 2013, 12-4PM – Water & Fisheries – with Brian Heise
 Public Meeting – Saturday June 8th, 2013 – either in Merritt or Quilchena Golf course?
4:00 PM Meeting Adjourned
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Nicola Lake Working Group - Meeting Notes – March 11, 2013
Topic: Fisheries – Dr. Brian Heise, Thompson Rivers University
Attendance: Mike & Jenny Ohata, Vern & Lorna Latremouille, Michael McDonald, Guy Rose, Matt
Williams, Allison Guichon, Neil Todd, Randy Murray, Jo-Ann Fox, Kim Poupard, Christine Saddleman,
Stewart Murray, Brian Heise (guest speaker), Tracy Thomas, Mike Simpson,
Agenda
1. Welcome & Introductions
Mike Simpson welcomed everyone to the meeting
2.

Brian Heise Presentation – Fisheries
Brian went over the fisheries present in Nicola Lake and the requirements for their optimal
health; requirements such as food source may change throughout the life cycle of a fish. He
conveyed that there is a balance to be considered when managing any part of a lake system
with regards to fish; for example, you may want to remove milfoil however, fish need some
cover to protect them from predators. He also included some information about the limnology
of Nicola Lake, it is eutrophic, it has higher than optimal temperatures and it often suffers from
not having enough water in the system. He felt that digging more wells to access ground water
was not a great solution as those wells would be drawing from a groundwater system that is
recharging the lake; groundwater recharge areas are very important for fish. In conclusion, he
felt that Nicola Lake has valuable sport fisheries, that these fish are negatively affected by low
water flows (therefore high temperature) , to manage nutrient levels and not significantly
increase them, and recommended an invasive species prevention program.
 Q - What would happen if “drawdowns” were used to help manage milfoil?
o Drawdowns would negatively impact invertebrate production and sculpin
habitat. The timing of the drawdown is important.

3.

Feedback & Revisions - Nicola Lake Plan
 The group made changes to the Plan; those changes are recorded in the March 11th
version.
 The group discussed which authority would have to approve work, this would be DFO
and or MoE
 It was confirmed that there are no fisheries management goals or objectives in this
plan, which is the responsibility of the different agencies and first nations. The goals
within our plan are to ensure healthy foreshore, habitat, water quality and conditions
that will maintain all fisheries.
 ACTION: Tracy to review jurisdiction regarding the removal of Eurasian watermilfoil
 Discussion around possible technology…including the “death ray” use of harmful
wavelengths of light. Vertical Design is a company that Michael is aware of that may
be able to develop this.
 Discussion around prevention – There are worse species than EWM and they are on
the way, ie. quagga mussels. There is interest in having an inspection station or
possibly wash stations for boats/trailers; Monck Park is already set up for a wash
station. Nicola Lake needs invasive species prevention, not just milfoil. We could
consider “train the trainer” workshops. There is also a need to have an invasive
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species education program for the public in place. There is also the option of putting
bylaws in place to help prevent the spread of invasive species.
Kim Poupard submitted a proposal to inventory the species/density of EWM at high
uses areas as identified by the DFO FIM map and the NLWG.
ACTION: Kim to send proposal to Tracy for distribution to the NLWG
ACTION: Tracy to look into having a new DFO representative as part of the Group or
as a “CC”
ACTION: Mike Ohata to look into have the Nicola Lake Stewardship Society take this
project on

4.

Fraser Basin Council Update
 Summarizing the milfoil workshop/posting material on line
 Meeting preparation and background work
 Presentation to Upper Nicola Band Chief and Council tonight (post-meeting, this was
cancelled and postponed to April 8)

5.

Funding








6.

On March 28th, the TNRD board will meet to approve gas tax funds of $35 000 per
electoral area for M, N, and I. Randy is looking to ratify between $105,000 and $140,
000 this year for this project
The City of Merritt may put in $35,000 from their gas tax funds, this will go to their
council
ACTION: Mike & Tracy to develop a budget table to flush out at the next NLWG
meeting, comparing costs of short term actions with available budget
Presentation to the Chamber of Commerce – letter of support from this group or
from members of this group would be helpful – the NLWG needs long term stable
funding
ACTION: NLWG members to consider funding for this Group “Homework”
ACTION: Mike and Jenny Ohata to bring back details regarding the water quality
testing that they have conducted on Nicola Lake
Mike explained the funds that have supported the NLWG to date including, TNRD gas
tax, LRTF (5 months) $5,000 upcoming. In April we will use Provincial Trust funds.

Upcoming Events:
 Meeting – April 8th, 2013 – Sustainable Recreation/Tourism Development
o Sydney Johnson, Peak Planning Associates and instructor at TRU will present
on recreation/tourism development.
 Public Meeting – June 8th , 2013 – Cultural History (story telling)
o ACTION: Tracy to contact NVIT Elders Society regarding story telling
o ACTION: Tracy to invite the Honourable LG Judith Guichon to tell a story
o ACTION: Mike and Tracy to draft an agenda

3:50 PM Meeting Adjourned
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Nicola Lake Working Group - Meeting Notes – April 8, 2013
Topic: Sustainable Tourism & Recreation Development – Sydney Johnsen, Peak Planning Associates
Attendance: Mike & Jenny Ohata, Lorna Latremouille, Randy Murray, Jo-Ann Fox, Kim Poupard,
Christine Saddleman, Sydney Johnsen (guest speaker), Harry Saunders, Tracy Thomas, Mike
Simpson, Cam Donavin Q101 Radio (portion)
1. Welcome & Introductions
Mike Simpson welcomed everyone to the meeting.
2. Sydney Johnsen Presentation
Sydney is a consultant to the tourism and recreation industry, and also teaches a course at
Thompson Rivers University. She introduced tourism as an industry, just like any other. She raised
issues including “leakage”, where supplies/food/etc. required for tourism in a given area, are sourced
from outside that area. She provided overviews of tourism successes and failures and pointed out
that a town/lake/region etc. need to know what they want to be marketed as. She noted that
marketing an area as “relaxing” does not mean that those people that participate in activities that
are loud/thrilling/etc. will stop coming. People need to be clear what the product is that is being
offered. Sydney’s presentation will be posted on the Nicola webpage at www.nicolaplan.ca


There was discussion around noise bylaws. The sentiment was that bylaws should only be
put in place where there is ability/funding to enforce them.

3. Feedback & Revisions - Nicola Lake Plan
The group made changes to the draft Nicola Lake Plan to objectives and action items in the
recreation & development theme area; those changes are recorded in the April 8th version. The
updated draft Plan will be posted at www.nicolaplan.ca
4. Erosion and High Water at Nicola Lake
Mike Ohata gave a presentation with photos of erosion of the foreshore happening at Monck Park,
and suggested this is representative of other places around the lake. The new target lake level with
the dam is 2.83m higher than the previous level of 623m ASL, and this is impacting the shoreline.
 It was agreed that there are numerous issues requiring the participation of DFO and
MFLNRO/MOE at a future meeting, including shoreline erosion, clarification of high water
mark and property boundaries, draw down of the dam to manage Eurasian watermilfoil, and
approvals needed to rototill EWM
5. Fraser Basin Council Update
 Meeting preparation and background work for NLWG meetings and June 8th public meeting
 Presentation to Upper Nicola Band Chief and Council – the March 8th and April 8th meetings
were cancelled – planning to attend the next one
6. Funding and Budget
 $140, 000 has been approved by the TNRD Board to fund the Nicola Lake Planning project.
Funding was provided by Electoral Areas M, N, I and the City of Merritt.
 Either cut and paste the draft budget here, or circulate with the draft notes
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June Meeting Agenda
 The draft agenda for the June 8 public meeting was reviewed on screen.
 It was agreed that Front Counter BC will have an information display with staff
present to provide information on authorizations needed for foreshore modifications
7. Story Teller Update
 Action: Tracy will contact Janet McMaster and the NVIT Elder’s Council regarding story
telling
 On June 8 there will be three story-telling opportunities on the agenda, one for Nlaka’pamux,
one for Okanagan (Upper Nicola Band), and one for ranching history
9. Upcoming Events:
 April 30th – NLWG Meeting – Sustainable Development
 Public Meeting – June 8th , 2013 – Cultural History (story telling)
4:10 PM Meeting Adjourned
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Nicola Lake Working Group - Meeting Notes – May 22, 2013
Topic: Agency Feedback and Direction
Attendance: Mike Ohata, Jenny Ohata, Ian Gordon, Vern Latremouille, Lorna Latremouille, Matt
Williams, Allison Guichon, Tracy Wimbush, Randy Murray, Jo-Ann Fox, Kim Poupard, Kim DeRose,
Tracy Thomas, Mike Simpson
Guests (morning only): Phil Madeley, Patrick Tobin, Bob Warner, Doug Krogel, Sara Ostoforoff, Sean
Bennett, Andy Oetter, Bruce Petch, Dennis Einarson
1.

Welcome & Introductions
Mike Simpson welcomed everyone to the meeting and led a round of introductions. He included
an overview of the agenda and provided some background on the planning process that the
NLWG has worked through to date.
Randy Murray gave a more detailed account of the origin of the NLWG and the planning
process. He said that there have been few meetings and great information throughout the
development of the draft Nicola Lake Action Plan. Randy noted that this group has entertained
expertise from Canada and the United States and the information learned and resulting plan
would be a legacy for generations to come. He added that the Group has enough funding to
move forward with the action items in the Plan in 2013 and that he remains committed to
working on a funding formula so that the initiatives in the plan can be addressed on a long term
basis.

2.

Presentations, Feedback & Direction from the following agencies:
 Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
 FrontCounter BC
 Ministry of Environment
 BC Parks
 Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Mike Simpson gave a brief overview of the short term action plan, outlining the goals, objectives
and action items. He also reviewed the issues below that have been raised during the planning
process. Mike asked that agency representatives give brief presentations on their role(s) and
how the outstanding issues/actions in the plan fit into the mandate of each of the agencies
present.
Agency representatives spoke to the following items that have been raised in previous working
group meetings including:
 Drawdown of the dam for Eurasian watermilfoil (EWM) control and any impacts to
fisheries
 Rototilling EWM and process for approvals
 Property boundaries and high water mark
 Riparian rights, foreshore development tenure
 Foreshore erosion and mitigation

Doug Krogel – FrontCounter BC
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FrontCounter BC (FCBC) is the one window or portal for all services relating to natural resources. The
focus of FCBC is to help people develop a successful application. FCBC staff work with the public to
develop a robust application for tenure for the ability to do work in and around a stream (any water
body as per Section 9 of the BC Water Act) and the right to occupy Crown land under the BC Land
Act. Doug also listed the basic requirements of applying for tenure, described possible Federal
approvals, and the basics of Riparian Rights, “…the upland property has the right to access their
property not the right to private moorage…”Doug provided a hand-out, Private Moorage in the
Thompson Okanagan for more information and other links on applying for and building a dock.
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations (MFLNRO)
Don Meeks – Crown Lands – MFLNRO (moorage guidelines)
Don gave a high level overview of moorage guidelines in BC adding that the regional districts are
moving toward zoning of their respective foreshore areas. The City of Kelowna moved to this in the
90s. The Columbia Shuswap Regional District has recently added bylaw 900 regarding docks and
buoys in the Shuswap. Regional bylaws generally go further than the provincial guidelines. The
province looks closely at environmentally sensitive areas. Huge cement boat launches are generally
not acceptable. There are guidelines for dock structures and marina development.
Don Meeks & Andy Oetter – Authorizations- MFLNRO (property boundaries & Riparian Rights)
Don and Andy outlined some of the terminology relating to property boundaries and generally
explained Riparian Rights. An ambulatory boundary is not “fixed” it is part of what makes waterfront
property unique. The term “high water mark” is no longer used by the Province instead they use
“present natural boundary.” There have been many different terms over the years; the boundary is
just difficult to determine on some properties.
There are three Riparian Rights are based in common law: access; accretion/erosion; and protection
of land. They provide the upland owner access to the property via the water body. Only an upland
owner can apply to the Crown to put a structure on the foreshore unless that owner grants it to
someone else. RRs include accretion – the natural buildup of foreshore over time and erosion – the
loss of land overtime due to wave action etc. If you acquire land, you would need a surveyor to prove
and survey the new boundary.
An upland owner does have the right to protect their private land from erosion; however if a
structure must be placed on the Crown foreshore, this requires an application for tenure.
Phil Madeley – Water – MFLNRO (Section 9 of the Water Act)
Phil conveyed a clear message, before doing any work, get authorization to do so. Anyone that
wants to do any work on a stream (as defined above) needs to apply to FCBC for authorization.
MFLNRO staff makes referrals to various agencies to determine if the proposed works are
acceptable. Conducting maintenance of an existing, tenured dock only requires a “notification” 45
days prior to doing the work. A Habitat Officer will advise the applicant terms and conditions of the
work, e.g. timing of work. The timing of work is important for fisheries and other values. These terms
and conditions will also vary depending on locational circumstance. Below is the description of
Section 9 from the Water Below is the description of Section 9 from the Water Act:
Approvals and Notifications for “Changes In and About a Stream”
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In British Columbia, the ownership of water is vested in the Crown as stated in the Water Act, the primary
provincial statute regulating water resources. Under the Water Act, a "stream" is defined as "includes a natural
watercourse or source of water supply, whether usually containing water or not, and a lake, river, creek, spring,
ravine, swamp and gulch."
Section 9 of the Water Act requires that a person may only make “changes in and about a stream” under an
Approval; in accordance with Part 7 of the Water Regulation, including Notification where required; or under a
Water Licence or Order.
Under the Water Act, “changes in and about a stream” means
a. any modification to the nature of the stream including the land, vegetation, natural environment or flow of
water within the stream, or
b. any activity or construction within the stream channel that has or may have an impact on a stream

Patrick Tobin – MFLNRO – (Compliance & Enforcement)
Clear message, property owners need to have tenure in place for any structures on the Crown
foreshore. If you do not have tenure in place, you do not have rights. The laws have been in place for
a very long time, nothing has changed. What has changed is the number of people on the ground
working in compliance and enforcement for MFLNRO. Previously, the Ministry of Forests had a large
compliance and enforcement program that was busy with forestry compliance most of the time.
(logging companies etc. were compliant approximately 90% of the time) There were very few people
looking after compliance on lakes where there was approximately 50% compliance. Currently there is
less of a focus on forestry compliance as lack of compliance on lakes needs greater attention.
The Crown owns all of the land and it grants certain rights to certain users. In some cases, it is not
possible to receive approval for certain development, i.e. if the person seeking approval is not the
upland owner. The purpose of compliance and enforcement is to help inform people of the law.
Dennis Einarson – Ministry of Environment
Phosphorous levels have generally been the same since 1830; it would appear that the high levels of
phosphorous are natural. If you have a lake with high nutrient levels and you add to it, you may put it
over the edge. There is a need for more funding to do more sampling and volunteers to do it. Nicola
Lake has a unique stratified, likely due to the wind action. We are now aware of the nutrient inputs in
the tributaries and the internal vs. external loading of phosphorous. In 1991 there was Eurasian
Watermilfoil (EWM) in Moore Creek, there has been data collected until 1996. It took approximately
5 years for the EWM to infest the whole Lake.
Bruce Petch – BC Parks – Monck Park
Bruce provided a hand out and described Monck Park and some of the issues that are happening
there. There has been gradual erosion along the shoreline at the Park. There has been no attempt to
control the erosion, but one picnic table that is getting undermined will be moved away from the
shoreline. Parks would likely not be interested in adding rip rap but would be interested in restoring
riparian vegetation. Bruce added that he is very supportive of using the amphitheatre at Monck Park
for education purposes.
Sean Bennett & Sara Ostoforoff – Fisheries and Oceans Canada – Shoreline erosion control
Sean and Sara work on habitat restoration for fisheries in the Southern Interior region and have a
long history of doing restoration and habitat protection work in the Merritt area. Sean feels that
Nicola Lake is at the early stages of development in foreshore areas; the removal of riparian
vegetation, infilling, boat landings/launches, groynes are examples of the types of development that
will come with waterfront property development. Sean’s restoration focus is typically related to
rivers/streams; designed to limit the sediment sources and increase riparian vegetation/areas. Sean
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has done restoration work on several of the streams/rivers leading into Nicola Lake; that work
includes fencing, planting riparian vegetation, and watering developments for cattle.
Lake erosion is caused by wave action (caused by wind and boat wakes), likely increased due to the
high winds at Nicola Lake. Sean advised the addition of “boat wake erosion” to the education
component of the draft Nicola Lake Action Plan. An increase in development at the lake will include
an increase in boating activity on the lake. It was added that the dam was developed on Nicola Lake
to address agriculture issues and to help conserve fisheries. The transition of riparian vegetation to
lawns allows the foreshore to be more easily eroded by wave action.
3.

Feedback & Revisions - Nicola Lake Action Plan

Drawing down the lake
 In-stream flow requirements need to be maintained; drawdown of the lake would
compromise this. There are also habitat requirements for species that live in riparian habitat
to consider along with licensed water users downstream.
 There was further discussion around the Lake levels over time and what affects them. We are
currently in a wet pacific decadal oscillation cycle; lake levels with likely be higher on average
for approximately 10 years. There is also a difference between weather and climate, weather
changing from day to day and climate, a cumulative effect of many past years of weather –
climate is a long cycle.
 There was further discussion around the Lake levels over time and what affects them. We are
currently in a wet pacific decadal oscillation cycle; lake levels may be higher on average for a
number of years. There is also a difference between weather and climate, weather changing
from day to day and climate, a cumulative effect of many past years of weather – climate is a
long cycle.
 There is concern for interior fisheries as well (burbot, Kokanee etc.) as burbot are shelf
spawners and a drawdown in the lake level would likely have impacts on the shelf. We need
to include MFLNRO freshwater fisheries impacts to the list of considerations. Further, there
needs to be a literature review and/or study on the effects that a drawdown would have on
all fisheries.
 Action: get input from Phil Belliveau and Andy Morris (MoE) regarding freshwater fisheries
impacts
 Drawing down the Lake as part of EWM management in 2013 is likely not an option given the
research that would need to be done prior. If research showed that it was a good option for
the Lake, then drawdown should be considered as part of a five year (long term) plan.
EWM Management - Rototilling
The NLWG would like to move ahead with rototilling on Nicola Lake this year. It is understood that all
EWM removed would be collected and composted. The other similar mechanized option would be to
use a harvester (with an extractor). Mechanical removal would be done at high use areas, ie, Monck
Park, Kamloops Sailing Club etc. (all human high use areas will be delineated on the Plan map).
 Action: Phil Madeley to confirm who is allowed to do the work when the landowner is the
Crown
 Action: TNRD (Randy Murray) to apply to the Crown for permission to do EWM
management on Nicola Lake (if possible)
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Boat Wash and Inspection Stations
There was support in the Group to have a similar program around invasive species that is operational
in some states in the US. Idaho has a program where boats and boat trailers are cleaned prior to
launching in new bodies of water. There is a program that the Invasive Species Council of BC piloted
in BC that produced similar signage with the message “Clean, Drain, Dry” your
boat/trailer/equipment.
Outreach & Education – Summer Student
The Group discussed hiring a summer student to do some education and outreach work at Monck
Park. It was agreed that Fraser Basin would hire the student, conduct interviews etc. Ideally FBC
would hire a local student.
 Action: Tracy and Jo-Ann to develop a job description and advertise the position
Budget
The Group reviewed the draft budget. It was agreed that some changes be made to add clarity. All
changes will be added to the next version of the draft Nicola Lake Action Plan.
EWM Inventory
The Group agreed that there needs to be several proposals for an EWM inventory contract.
 Action: FBC will post a request for expressions of interest on BC Bid for the EWM
identification and inventory
4.

Governance
The Group discussed governance and moving forward after the June 8th public meeting. The
Nicola Lake Stewardship Society expressed interested in either taking over the operation of the
group or playing a larger role, including the volunteer/field work piece. Group members were
interested in a larger, more inclusive ad-hoc committee similar to the current functioning of the
Nicola Lake Working Group with Fraser Basin playing an ongoing role.
 Action: Mike Simpson will draft a Terms of Reference for a successor group considering
the meeting discussion and circulate it to the NLWG for consideration before June 8

5.

Funding
There is a Parks funding opportunity ($5000) for conservation. These funds could go toward
shoreline erosion mitigation efforts at Monck Park along with other funds set aside in the draft
Plan budget. The Group was interested in applying for the funds. As part of the funding, there
needs to be a prescription drafted by a QEP; Sean Bennett has agreed to write the prescription
for the Monck Park site.
 Action: Tracy to meet with Sean Bennett and Sara Ostoforoff at Monck Park on May 30th at
1:00 pm (working group members are welcome to come to the field meeting)
 Action: Tracy to apply for the Parks funding by May 31, 2013

6.

Public Meeting - June 8th
Currently there is only one story teller that is committed to speaking at the June 8th meeting; if
no other story tellers are interested, the agenda will be adjusted accordingly. The breakout
sessions will also be adjusted to a shorter format so that the meeting can be shorter over all as
discussed.

3:45 PM Meeting Adjourned
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IV. Historical Reports & Information
Report Title:

Year
Published
:
2012

Contents:

Link:

Fisheries and Wildlife Resource
Information, Aquatic Vegetation Mapping,
Biophysical Data

http://nicolaestates.com/owners
/Nicola_FIM_Final_Report.pdf

Nicola Water Use
Management
Plan (A Water Use
Management Plan for
the Nicola Watershed)
Nicola River
Watershed-Water
Use Management Plan
Instream
Flow Needs for Fish
Report: Scientific Fish
Collection Permit,
Nicola Lake

2010

A plan to address critical water issues
that have occurred or which are
likely to occur in the immediate
future

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/r23364/
Final_Nicola_WUMP_March2010_1310751406263_f7ddbe
1181e29466230165ba87762567ef1ccbc6304196a43f6dc49
1cb7fb31c.pdf

2006

Instream flows, recommendations for
further work with respect to
understanding and resolving fish-flow
issues

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat
/documents/r23365/Hatfield2006_1310754466130_15b7e7851520ed04199782c4c4a19
9804efeb2606daabfa50193101747bc720d.pdf

2005

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/pub/acat/public/
viewReport.do?reportId=16535

The Historical Record
of Metals
in Sediments from Six
Lakes in the
Fraser River Basin,
British
Columbia
Report: Overview
Hydrologic
Assessment of the
Nicola Lake
Sub-basin
Report:
Paleolimnological
Analysis of
Nicola Lake, B.C.
Report: Nicola Lake
Burbot Creel
Survey

2003

Environmental monitoring and fish
salvage at the Nicola Lakeshore
Estates boat ramp and
elevated walkway installation
project
Evaluates metal contamination in six
lakes, including Nicola Lake

1999

Peak flows, surface erosion, and
impacts of potential 5yr
forest development plan

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents
/r8150/Nicola__1163116381686_ec95d18dd9b14ea29a33f7
8eb609b55d.pdf

1998

Pb profile, sedimentation rates,
organic matter, diatom
assemblage changes and
analyses
Angler survey on Burbot creel
catch collection

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/
r12634/8nicolacore_1205361273790_8e248a68ce582909a
d73e2d486d9090b41d57cf783a.pdf

Report: Water Sample
Analysis Report
for Nicola Lake

1993

Water chemistry, water quality

Report: Nicola Lake
Inflow Forecasting
Model review

1993

Review of the inflow forecasting
models for Nicola Lake prior to 1993

Nicola Lake: Foreshore
Inventory
and Mapping

1995

http://download.springer.com/static/pdf/607/
art%253A10.1023%252FB%253AWATE.0000015349.25371.af
.pdf?auth66=1363731771_3a04a1ae24fe1c48d1053e75cf81
094a&ext=.pdf

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/
documents/r21237/Nicola_Burbot_Creel1995_1295985895228_d58a7411b403c979a32baa6c19fb31
f2c0514ab70799af48004eacf9b103373c.pdf
http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents
/r21238/Water-Sample-Nicola1993_1295986186321_d58a7411b403c979a32baa6c19fb31
f2c0514ab70799af48004eacf9b103373c.pdf
http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/r15180/
1264NicolaLakeInflowForecastingModelReview1993_122
3328009621_8e248a8d30d9c6a37a149882412a9b00c6b5
804a98e4.pdf
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Report: 1992 Low Flow
Monitoring
Program - Vancouver
Island,
Thompson, Nicola,
Okanagan,
Kootenay, Cariboo, and
Chilcotin Regions
Report: Discovery and
Control
of Eurasian
watermilfoil
in Nicola Lake

1992

Low flow measure on 120 stations

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/
documents/r10268/Low_Flow_1992_1179443707898_fac
6ef4aeb614ed5b6ce88aea969c156.pdf

1991

Recommendations for control of
invasive species.

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/r21234/
Discovery_Watermilfoil_Nicola_1991_1295984625493_d5
8a7411b403c979a32baa6c19fb31f2c0514ab70799af48004
eacf9b103373c.pdf

Report: Low Flows
Southern Interior

1987

Low flow measures on a large
number of ungauged streams

An Assessment of the
Magnitude
and Solutions of
Salmonid
Fry Loss Down Small
Irrigation Diversions in
the
Nicola Valley, B.C.
Report: Nicola Lake
Reservoir

1987

Monitoring of fry in irrigation channels,
problems with irrigation
diversions

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/
r12957/low_flows_southern_interior_1987_120603771140
6_8e248a68ce6931bb8d9cddb4db38863ed1afbd81e92.p
df
http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/r34600/
irrigationthe_1357329848758_5681062315f3cf44b977945
2ac076c6b11944c62394d1cd5f2a2b87d7484d4dc.pdf

1985

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/pub/acat/public
/viewReport.do?reportId=1254

Report: Summary of
Nicola
Fisheries Assessment
1980-1983

1984

Plan of reservoir, dam sites and
outlet works, watershed area
elevation curve & storage compilations
Biophysical assessment of the Nicola
River and its tributaries,
Role and relative importance of
various components of the
watershed for anadramous fish
production
I.D. Enhancement opportunities
for salmonids

Report: Nicola Valley
Storage
Projects
Report: Information
Review on Selected
Lakes
in British Columbia
for Aquatic Plant
Management
(Nicola Lake)

1984

Water supply, hydrology

1982

Physical data, geography, chemical flora
temperature series,
obstructions and pollution,
stocking, general info, rehabilitation
detailed plant species list,
recommendations for control of
Eurasian milfoil

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/r13010/
nicola_valley_storage_1984_1206466672628_8e248a68c
e5765e048bd75f4ca0bfcf84d0e3d673ef.pdf
http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/r21236/
B.C_Aquatic_Plant_1982_NicolaLake_1295985583658_d5
8a7411b403c979a32baa6c19fb31f2c0514ab70799af48004
eacf9b103373c.pdf

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/r1672/
SebastianYaworski1984combo_1268250842152_0a671a4c
7a67e22b5d7cde6c99713c47d3804f15a9d30647c4638c64
0b4e9d89.pdf
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Report: Ducks
Unlimited Canada
Wetland
Reconnaissance
ReportNicola Lake
Reservoir Report 1,
Nicola Lake

1982

Feasibility of increasing waterfowl
population, physical data, geography
chemical, flora, temperature series,
obstructions and pollution,
stocking, general lake info

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/r21235/
Ducks_Unlimited_Nicola_1982_1295985213286_d58a7411
b403c979a32baa6c19fb31f2c0514ab70799af48004eacf9b
103373c.pdf

1980

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/r21233/B.
C._Hydro_Nicola_Lake
_1295984167572_d58a7411b403c979a32baa6c19fb31f2c0
514ab70799af48004eacf9b103373c.pdf

Chemical and Biological
Characteristics of the
Nicola/
Coldwater Watershed
Including Nicola Lake
Report: Seasonal and
Diet Changes
in Food of Adult
Kokanee
(Oncorhynchus nerka)
in Nicola Lake, British
Columbia
Factors Affecting
Stream
Location, and Timing
and
Intensity of Entry by
Spawning
Kokanee into an Inlet
of Nicola Lake,
B.C.
Spatial Distribution and
Spawning Migration of
Kokanee
(Oncorhynchus nerka)
in
Nicola Lake, British
Columbia

1979

Drainage information, morphometry,
water quality, watershed info,
fish species count, resort & campsite info,
fish inventory, lake research,
stock assessment, aquatic vegetation
Water Chemistry, Nicola Lake Physical
and Chemical Characteristics,
Biological

1966

Distribution and spawning migration
of kokanee in Nicola Lake,
food habits of adult kokanee

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/r35004/
seasonal_1358806702787_ea8de57c3ab4c1084f2f623b74
9d73618984e4787bef4fa73627e31b7f64c29b.pdf

1965

Spawning migration of kokanee from
a lake into and within an inlet
stream, characteristics of the
spawning population

http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/acat/documents/r15536/S
pawningkokaneeInletofNacolaLake_1228433506614_34a6716992a084471
0c4392725bc56d77192368238cf39898a080e51970c5190.
pdf

1962

Limnological characteristics of
Nicola Lake including geography,
morphometry, physical, chemical,
and biological characteristics.
Kokanee info.

https://circle.ubc.ca/bitstream/id/147208/
UBC_1962_A6_7%2520L6%2520S7.pdf

http://www.nwcrt.org/downloads/D%20Holmes
%20Chemical%20and%20biological%20characteristics%20of
%20Nicola%20a.pdf
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V. Existing Information & Knowledge Gaps
A literature review has found previous reports and information collected on issues pertaining to
Nicola Lake as mentioned in the September 19, 2012 public meeting. However, many of the issues
have not been addressed completely or in some cases, recently. For a list of historical reports and
information, please refer to Appendix IV. The following list contains existing information and
knowledge gaps in need of addressing in order to meet the issues/goals highlighted by the Nicola
Lake Working Group:
 Eurasian watermilfoil: Eurasian watermilfoil was first detected in Nicola Lake in 1991. An
extensive survey was undertaken that year to determine the extent of invasion. A current
survey and inventory of Eurasian watermilfoil is necessary as a survey has not been
completed since 1991.
 Water:
o Water quality data has been continually taken in Nicola Lake, but only in select areas.
Water quality data should be collected at additional locations in the Lake as well as in
inlet streams and lake sediment to determine loading sources of phosphorus to the
lake (i.e. internal vs. external loading) and identify any other water quality issues.
o An additional water storage sites study from 2007 has identified 78 water bodies that
have the potential to store additional water in the Nicola Watershed. These sites
need to be further assessed in detail for issues such as Wildlife Habitat Features and
Wildlife Habitat Areas.
 Education & Awareness:
o The general public (locals and visitors) should be educated on the learning objectives
mentioned in Goal 3.
 Recreation & Development:
o A survey should be conducted to determine recreation uses of Nicola Lake. This
information can be used to guide the sustainable management of multiuse lake
recreation.
o Foreshore inventory and mapping has been conducted along the Nicola Lake
shoreline. Assessments have been made as to the condition of shoreline (i.e. natural
or disturbed), types of shoreline modifications (i.e. docks, groynes, etc.), and degree
of impact (high, moderate, and low). Foreshore developments need to be examined
to determine whether they are abiding by existing legislation.
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VI. Future Considerations
During the Nicola Lake Working Group meetings, there were many discussions held around subjects
that were either not feasible given current funding or outside of the Terms of Reference of the
Working Group. Following are points that were raised:
 Determine appropriate fire protection recommendations for Nicola Lake
 Build a new interpretive center
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VII. Proposed zones for EWM inventory, summer 2013
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